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History of the Hood:
12th Century

Closed Hoods
Simple hoods began showing up at this
time. Closed fron at the chest (no
buttons), so it needed to be loose
enough to slip over the head. The hood,
at this time, covered the shoulders and
had no tail.

The colors could be about anything, although red was common. You also see decorations 
the hoods – this one has a contrasting front and bottom edge.

13th Century
The hood is starting to evolve in what will later be know as the 
liripipe.  But for now, it only has a small tail or tippet. It can 
still be a loose hood that slips on over the head or it can made 
more form fitting by using buttons down the front, such as the 
one to the left.

14th Century
Liripipe
The hood has evolved. It now has a long tail and is
often more decorative than it used to be. It’s
uncommon for the liripipes to be lined with a
contrasting color.
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A Variety of Hoods
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Patterning

1. A =  Measure around your head and divide by 2
B = Measure around your face and divide by 2

2. Draw a
rectangle  that
is “A” by “B”.
Add 1” all
around.

3. If you want to have an overhang in the
front to fold back for contrast add a few
inches to the “front” of the square (make
“A” longer, more on top than on bottom)

4. If you want a liripipe, add a little tail to the
“back” of the square as long as you like.   

5. C = For the mantle of the hood,
measure your desired length 

6. Draw down “C” from each end of
the main square, flaring our in the
back a little if you want. For a
buttoning hood, start your front line
a few inches from the face edge and
curve the line (see picture). You can
leave out the flare and add an extra
gore on the back seam instead to
conserve fabric…  
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7. From the bottom middle of the main square, draw a line “C” long for inserting the

gore.
8. Make 2 triangles with sides “C” long and as wide as you want (15-20 inches or so

is generally good, but it depends on how wide your shoulders are. You can 
measure around your shoulder if you want to make 
sure the gore is wide enough).   
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Construction (for front buttoning hood)

1. Cut out hood pieces and lining pieces, if applicable.
a. You can cut two of the main hood pieces or cut the hood on the fold.
b. Cut 2 gores (3 if you did not include the flare on the back mantle). You can

include a fourth gore in the front if you’re making a slip on hood and want
a fuller mantle – this is great for earlier period hoods).

c. If you are adding on a separate liripipe to conserve fabric, cut that out, too.
2. If you cut two separate hood pieces, sew them together along the top.
3. Sew gores into gore slits. Start at the bottom of one side and taper up to the tip. 

Then do the same for the other side. There may be a little hole left at the top 
which won’t really be noticeable in the end, but you can close it up by hand if you
want. If you’re using linen or wool (which has a little stretch), you can stretch the 
gore into the correct shape as you go.

4. If you’re adding a separate liripipe, sew that on now.
5. Sew up the back seam.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 for the lining.
7. Attach the outer fabric and lining (right sides together) along the bottom, front 

openings, and hood opening. Remember to leave a gap (somewhere along the 
hem) so you can turn the hood right-sides-out. 

8. Turn hood right sides out and press. 
9. Sew turning opening closed
10. Top stitch if desired all along the outer edge of the hood. This takes extra time (I’d

do it by hand…), but it will help keep the lining where it belongs after washing.
11. Add buttons and buttonholes along the front opening.

Credits:
Mistress Cecilia Mowebray
http://thehoodedhare.com/making_hoods.htm
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